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Lets be honest….what comes out of your doctors mouth 
in the office is often confusing gibberish



Blood testing – this pamphlet is a valuable resource for patients



> If you or a family member or friend can at least roughly 
interpret your blood tests then you will feel more confident 
about how you are doing

> You will know when things are going well and when they are 
not

> You will have more confidence about your future and not be 
waiting helplessly for the other shoe to drop

But it is really important that patients have a handle on 
what their disease is doing !



> Waldenstroms macroglobulinemia is a disease of small B 
lymphocytes, plasmacytoid lymphocytes and plasma cells

> A sort of “hybrid” disease with several different but similar and 
related cell types together causing symptoms

> To confirm the diagnosis of WM a bone marrow biopsy is 
mandatory

Bone marrow testing: 
Why do we need it, how do we do it and what does it mean  ?



> Usually is in the bone marrow primarily

> Sometimes in the lymph nodes and/or spleen

> For the physician to know with confidence what a patient has a 
bone marrow biopsy is required

> A clear diagnosis helps to avoid “therapeutic misadventures”

Bone marrow testing: 
Why do we need it, how do we do it and what does it mean  ?



Bone marrow testing: 
Why do we need it, how do we do it and what does it mean  ?



Bone marrow     
with WM cells



A bone marrow technician prepares the slides for the microscope



Pathologists look at the sample through a microscope



Bone marrow from a patient with Waldenstroms
macroglobulinemia

Lymphocytes

Plasma cell



A recent bone marrow biopsy report 



>A genetic mutation in the abnormal cells that is 
specific to WM

> Important to have this requested on the bone marrow 
biopsy in WM

>The mutation is present (positive) in 90-95% of WM 
patients

MYD88 testing



> A genetic mutation in the abnormal cells that informs the 
oncologist as to how well you will respond to ibrutinib 

> Important to have this requested on the bone marrow biopsy 
in WM

> The mutation is present (positive) in 30-40% of WM patients

> You would prefer not to be CXCR4 (+), this means you will 
respond more slowly and less completely to Ibrutinib

CXCR4 testing



> To follow the results of treatment

> To monitor for complications

> To monitor for return of the disease

What is the value of getting regular blood testing for WM ?



>Three major types of cells in the bloodstream

>White blood cells (WBCs) – fight infection

>Red blood cells (hemoglobin and/or hematocrit) –
carry oxygen

>Platelets- help blood to clot

Complete blood count (CBC)







Recent complete blood count on a WM patient

White blood cells
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Hematocrit
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Recent complete blood count on a WM patient



> Lots of general information taken from this test

> But….alot of it really is not specifically relevant to WM

> Kidney function (creatinine)

> Measurement of minerals and electrolytes such as potassium 
and magnesium

> Liver function testing 

Basic metabolic profile, BMP, metabolic panel



Example of a metabolic panel



Normal lymphocytes and plasma cellsBone marrow where 
lymphocytes and plasma 
cells are made

Bone marrow where 
lymphocytes and plasma 
cells are made

Waldenstroms macroglobulinemia cells                                                                 
(abnormal lymphocytes, plasma cells and lymphoplasmacytic cells)



Immunology –the most important way
to see what your WM is up to



Immunology –the most important way
to see what the WM is up to



> IgM level

> M spike

> Serum viscosity

> Higher IgM level = viscosity goes up = thicker blood

> Even if the test says the blood is abnormally viscous (thick), you may 
have NO symptoms !

> We should not treat the number…..treat the patient

> No symptoms or signs….no treatment

WM and blood testing: what should matter to you



Key WM labs: serum (blood) electrophoresis level 
and the total IgM level

M-spike, SPEP, 
electrophoresis

Total 
immunoglobulin 
(antibody) level



> The IgM level is a combination/total of the normal and the 
abnormal IgM 

> We all have normal IgM in our bodies

> WM patients have both normal and abnormal IgM in their 
bloodstream

What is the electrophoresis ( SPEP or M-spike) level mean ? 
Which is more important the IgM level or the M-spike ?



A normal serum protein electrophoresis (SPEP)



An abnormal serum protein electrophoresis (SPEP)

This is the “true” M-
spike
The electrophoresis 
or SPEP result





> This is what most oncologists use to follow the disease

> Some get an SPEP (M-spike), some do not

> Your IgM will never be zero, we all have a certain amount of 
normal IgM in our bodies

> The goal of treatment is for you to feel better…not to get the 
IgM into the normal range

> Most WM patients will not get their IgM into the normal range 
and that’s OK as long as they feel better and their blood 
counts(anemia) improve

My advice - focus on the total IgM



> In general it is not useful to obtain serum viscosity in a WM 
patient who is stable 

> Viscosity may be elevated but the viscosity level does not      
matter if the patient feels fine

> Patient do not have symptoms until the

viscosity level is > 3-4 centipoise (cp)

> Some patients do not have symptoms                                          

even at very high viscosity levels 

What about viscosity ?



> Symptoms of mild hyperviscosity – headache, recurrent 
nosebleeds, vision changes, dizziness, vertigo (spinning 
sensation) and deafness

> If severe - confusion, dementia, stroke, or coma. Heart failure 
and other heart problems are less common

> Treatment – plasma exchange

What about viscosity ?




